TOWNSHIP 2 F
DISTRICT OF ALGOMA

Scale ~ 40 Chains ~ 1 Inch

MISSISSAGI PROVINCIAL FOREST

Reserving flooding rights to N.E.P.C.

Area Withdrawn from Stealing Shown Thus...

North boundary by O.L.S. & N.E.W. line
South, southward and boundary by O.L.S. & E. Line
Mississagi River beginning by O.L.S. & N.E.W. line
Lot and block from official map of Michigan National Forest
Supervision Reserve, 880 acres by Dedd. 1954

W. 1/2 Section 3A

Second Additional Township 2F

G. 3331

STORGEON

Note: Part of this tract is covered by multiple of permit #12974-Midway lumber mills limited-see file for details.